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Track 1 

 

Mary Murphy: [0:00] OK, good morning. My name is Mary Murphy and I am the Nancy L. Buc 

‘65 Pembroke Center archivist. This morning, it is October 11, 2018 and I am hosting a Brown 

Women Speak oral history interview in Alumnae Hall, top floor, room 205. And I am joined 

today by a Brown alumnae, which I will ask to introduce herself now. Thank you. 

 

Morayo Akande: Thank you. My name is Morayo Akande. I graduate undergrad from Brown in 

2016 and with my master’s in public health in 2017. 

 

MM: Oh, wow. OK. So as I said before we started recording, let’s just take it from the 

beginning. I want to know what brought you to Brown University. And later I’m going to ask 

you what [01:00] made you interested in donating an interview. But let’s just start with the 

basics.  

 

MA: Yeah. So my path to Brown was not a direct one at all. In high school, I went to two 

different high schools, but I was an athlete. I did basketball, track and field, cross-country, 

tennis, all of that. And in my second high school in Indianapolis, Indiana – I went to North 

Central – I decided to quit basketball and focus on track and field. And I started doing really 

well, and so I started thinking, “Oh, OK. I could go to college for this.” And so I started reaching 

out to all these different schools, trying to figure out what would be best for me. And my parents, 

my dad is from Nigeria, and my mom is an American born in the suburbs of Chicago. And so 

[02:00] I think being raised in a multicultural household, a multiracial household, put a lot of 

pressures on me to do something grand with my education, I think particularly because my dad 
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was not from the United States originally. And so the whole point of coming to the U.S. is to 

fulfill the American dream and to make a better life for yourself and for your family. So there 

was a lot of pressure on me to go to a very high-end school, or one that was known for education, 

particularly Ivy League. And so – 

 

MM: Can I ask what brought your father to the States, just quickly? 

 

MA: He – 

 

MM: If you feel like you want to share. 

 

MA: Yeah. He came here for school, for university. So he went to boarding school, all as a child, 

and high school in Nigeria, and then his older brother paid for him to come to the U.S. to go to 

school because he was [03:00] very bright. 

 

MM: Wow. OK, thank you. OK, so school. It becomes a focus as you kind of end your time in 

high school. So pick it up there. 

 

MA: Yeah. So naturally, just to appease my dad, I applied to a lot of different Ivy Leagues but I 

wasn’t really interested in coming to any of them. And my sister, gratefully, when I was a junior 

in high school, she just put me in the car and we drove from Indiana to the East Coast to visit all 

these schools. And there was something very special about Brown’s campus. 

 

MM: Why were you not interested in attending an Ivy League? 

 

MA: I didn’t think I could get in. I also just had this idea in my head that Ivy Leagues were too 

elitist for me. I’m pretty [04:00] relaxed, I guess, and so I didn’t want to be in a super stressful 

environment. But I think if I really dig down deep and find the honest answer, it’s probably just 

because I didn’t think I could get in. I didn’t want to try and fail. But my sister brought me to the 

East Coast. We saw a lot of different schools, a lot of Ivies, including Brown. And I just 
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remember walking around campus. It was the fall time, like it is right now, and you know, it’s 

beautiful. 

 

MM: Beautiful. 

 

MA: It’s amazing. The trees are all these different colors and people are happy because, you 

know, midterms haven’t hit yet. All the kids are happy to be back on campus after a long 

summer. So everyone was just happy. And compared to other campuses I went to, Brown just 

felt like a place that was supportive and [05:00] inviting. And so I went back home to Indiana 

after this trip, seriously trying to get in. And that led to me applying. You know, I always had 

good grades. I had good enough test scores. I reached out to the track team and I said, “Hey, I 

applied.” 

 

MM: Smart, yeah. 

 

MA: Yeah. I mean, I applied and, you know, I’m Indiana State Champion in the high jump. You 

know, I don’t know if that’s good enough, but I’m interested in coming here. And the next day, I 

was on the phone with the track coach here. 

 

MM: Oh, I bet.  Oh, my gosh. Was that so exciting when the coach called? 

 

MA: I balled my eyes out. [laughs] Well, it was crazy because I had did this with a few schools. 

So a few schools I was [06:00] interested in, I emailed about track and the next day, all of them 

called back. And so I actually was on the phone with another school when I missed a call from 

Brown. 

 

MM: No! OK. 

 

MA: Yeah. I missed a call from Brown. And so then I call this number back, and after having my 

mind blown that any school would reach out to me, I called back this missed number, “Hi, I have 

a missed call,” and it’s the Brown track coach. And – 
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MM: Do you think that you didn’t expect interest because you were a woman in athletics? Like 

do you think it would have been different if you were a young man, state champion high jump – 

high jumper? 

 

MA: Probably. 

 

MM: Yeah, like there’s something – that’s a huge deal. 

 

MA: It is a huge deal. It doesn’t seem that big of a deal to me, but you know, it’s a big 

accomplishment, what I had done in high school, and yeah. I think it would have been different 

[07:00] if I was a man, but I just feel lucky that they called me at all.  

 

MM: So you called back. So you’re on the phone with the Brown coach. 

 

MA: Yeah, and he says he wants me to come here. They have one recruitment spot left that they 

haven’t filled, and that they were willing to show support for my application, but I needed to 

commit to them verbally. So then, you know after, “OK, I’ll think about it.” Hang up the phone, 

and I just cry my eyes out because I was so shocked and happy, and I also didn’t know what to 

do. I was scared to make a decision for the next four years of my life, to come to Brown and run 

track here, and I had other offers on the table at that point. So everything happened in the matter 

of a day and a half. 

 

MM: Wow. 

 

MA: From when Brown became [08:00] a real possibility, to when I committed to coming. 

 

MM: Whoa. OK. Wow. So you’re in. Can you tell us about the first memory that you have here 

on campus? 
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MA: Totally. I was walking down Thayer Street and then I turned onto the street with the Ratty. I 

think it’s Brown or George, one of those streets. And it was, you know, fall time because I was a 

freshman, and I just remember looking at the trees and watching students walk by me – I was 

walking by myself – and just thinking, “I am so happy to be here.” Yeah, and I think about that 

memory a lot because I’m still in town and I still – I work for Brown now. And – 

 

MM: Please tell us what you do. [09:00] 

 

MA: Yeah, so I work at the Brown School of Public Health and I do HIV research, and right now 

all of my research takes place in South Africa. So I’m in South Africa a lot. I travel back and 

forth, but you know, I’m stationed in Providence and I do a lot of work remotely from 

Providence as well. So I still get to walk around campus and almost without fail, anytime I’m 

around campus I think about that memory and just the feeling that I had that I was so happy to be 

there, and to still be here. You know, I’m still around. 

 

MM: Do you see Providence as home? 

 

MA: I do, which is hard because I moved around a lot as a kid. I never really felt stable. I never 

really was stable. And at this point, I’ve lived in Providence longer than I’ve lived anywhere 

else. [10:00] And so it’s weird to be born in Illinois, but then you go to high school in Indiana, so 

that’s kind of when you’re forming your identity, but then to be out on the East Coast. None of 

my family’s out here. Everybody’s in the Midwest. 

 

MM: Same with mine. 

 

MA: Yeah. So it feels weird to call a place home where your family is not, where your childhood 

memories aren’t, but somehow it’s still home. 

 

MM: Yeah, I totally get that. Yeah. So let’s talk about highs and lows. I always ask in 

interviews, tell us those bright memories – and they’re bright because they’re good or maybe 

they’re bright because they’re not good. So let’s do highs and lows. 
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MA: OK. One of my biggest highs actually took place in this building, Alumnae Hall. 

 

MM: Oh, I love that. OK. 

 

MA: So during my time at Brown, I was [11:00] very active on the Brown Opera Productions 

Board. And I did my first ever opera as a freshman. I just randomly auditioned, and then loved it 

so much I joined the board and after a year, I was chair of the board for the rest of my time at 

Brown. And this was actually during my last year of graduate school, my MPH. I was no longer 

on the board but I wanted to do “The Who’s Tommy” which is a rock opera. So I proposed it to 

the board and it got accepted. And so in this building, in the big auditorium with that stage, I put 

a live band on the stage and got a bunch of Brown students to go on this journey with me, and we 

put on the “The Who’s Tommy” and it was incredible. Just to have that kind of like rock music, I 

love The Who. [12:00] They’re my favorite band. We filled the auditorium. We had put out 

something like 200 chairs. While people were coming in, we had to add more chairs. We ended 

up on our first night having like 280 people in there. 

 

MM: Whoa. 

 

MA: And it was the largest production that the opera board had ever put on. It was huge, and it 

was just incredible. And I remember just watching it happening and seeing so many of my 

friends and my family came up to see it. So many people that I loved in the audience, watching 

this thing that me and all these kids decided to create, and all the kids in the cast and the band 

after weeks of grueling rehearsal, just going on stage and letting it fly. That was definitely a huge 

high for me. 

 

MM: That must have been so much work. 

 

MA: It was the most work I had ever put into anything. 

 

MM: Whoa, yeah. 
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MA: [13:00] Because the show itself is very controversial. It deals with ability and disability. It 

deals with abuse, physical and sexual abuse. You know, it was written a long time ago so it isn’t 

necessarily written in the most accepting of ways. But over the years, I think people, they still 

want to do the show because the music is great and more and more, people know how to handle 

these issues. But I wanted to be really intentional about it, so you know, we had – I worked with 

SEAS the whole time and I worked with the American Association for the Blind. I reached out to 

the Perkins School for the Blind. And I had the newly appointed position at Brown – I don’t 

know the [14:00] real title, but there was, during my time at Brown, someone appointed 

particularly for sexual assault on campus. So we had that person and a facilitator from SEAS 

come and do a talkback after the performance as well. So anybody in the audience or in the cast 

who felt like they wanted to unpack all the issues, they could come and talk about it. And also, 

during the show, we had volunteers from Counseling and Psychological Services, student 

volunteers on call, like in the space if anybody – 

 

MM: That’s interesting. 

 

MA: – had to leave, if anything was too triggering, we had people on call to be there. And you 

know, it was just an amazing and such a comprehensive – and it just, it was a good way to wrap 

up my time at Brown. 

 

MM: Yeah, that is so interesting. That’s really incredible. [15:00] And you went straight through. 

You did undergrad and then on to the master’s program. 

 

MA: Yeah. I was in the combined AB/MPH program. So it’s kind of designed where you do all 

your undergrad classes in three years, then your fourth year, you’re doing your first year of grad 

classes but your undergrad thesis. 

 

MM: Oh, OK. That’s a lot of work. 

 

MA: And then your fifth year, you’re doing grad classes and your grad thesis. 
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MM: Ouch. OK. So what drew you, if I can just take a moment, to your area of study? Can you 

tell me a little bit about that?  

 

MA: I accidentally – 

 

MM: Did you find it right away? 

 

MA: It was an accident. [laughs] It was that moment where, you know, second semester 

sophomore year, you’re freaking out trying to pick your concentration because for the last year 

and a half, you’ve just been taking classes that interest you. And so I went through every single 

concentration we had listed and when I got to public health, it turns out I had already taken 

[16:00] like 9 of the 12 requirements. [laughter] Just taking classes I was interested in. So that 

seemed like to a sign to me. Went ahead and declared public health, and then junior year, it’s a – 

it was a new program at the time. I think I was only the second cohort, or maybe the third cohort. 

 

MM: To do that kind of dual – 

 

MA: To do the dual degree. And so I applied, again thinking I wasn’t going to get it, just 

something to do. I was super proactive, I guess. But then I ended up getting into this program, 

and so then I just, yeah, went through and did five years. It was tough, though. 

 

MM: Whoa, I bet it was. That’s such a smart program though. I mean, that’s like brilliant on 

Brown’s part to actually have that available to students. 

 

MA: Yeah. It’s similar to their PLME, you know. Because I didn’t have to take the GRE. I just 

submitted my [17:00] grades and my courses and, you know, wrote an essay. So it’s an amazing 

opportunity. And now, people are so impressed that I’m young and have a master’s and it’s like, 

at the time I didn’t even think – I didn’t think it was going to be such a benefit. 

 

MM: Consequential. 
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MA: Yeah. But you know, that’s the same reason I’m still employed here now, is because I have 

a high-level degree and I’m very well versed in the field of public health, so. 

 

MM: And that you’re game.  You’re young. You can travel, and all that stuff, easily. 

 

MA: Yeah. 

 

MM: OK so maybe, let’s talk about maybe some not so bright spots, if you’re willing, if you had 

them. Maybe they were all bright and shiny, in a good way. 

 

MA: Yeah. I think everybody goes through a not-so-great time in college, in general. At Brown, 

I don’t know how it compares to other schools, but one thing [18:00] I really appreciate from 

Brown that I gained was the ability to talk about mental health, which also makes you feel safe 

enough to experience not-so-great mental health, I think. And so I went through my sophomore 

slump, as do most of us, especially coming off my freshman year of just being so happy, of not 

even – nothing could get on my nerves or nothing could bring me down freshman year because it 

was just – I was shocked the whole time that I was there. But sophomore year, OK I belong here.  

And you just start unpacking your life up to that point. I had a pretty rough time in high 

school. I also didn’t really live with my family during high school so it was a very isolated time. 

And to cope with that [19:00] isolation, I just did every single extracurricular. I was in show 

choir. I was in, you know, Mathletes, and I was on the track team. I was in every sports club and 

every afterschool club just to fill up my time so I didn’t feel so isolated and alone. And that 

became kind of my default. And so, you know, freshman year at Brown, I was so happy to be 

there but I was so used to just filling my schedule, and sophomore year filling my schedule to 

where I had no time to self-reflect or decompress. And then on top of that, right after – it was in 

the spring semester, I guess, because I had just won the Ivy League championship for the high 

jump. 

 

MM: Oh wow, OK. 
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MA: For the indoor season. And a couple weeks later, I was in the weight room and I hit myself 

in the head with 110 pounds and got a concussion. 

 

MM: Whoa.  Whoa, whoa, whoa. [20:00] And what happened? You just slipped, or? 

 

MA: I was doing – see, this is why I got the concussion. I was about to say I was doing a clean, 

which is a type of Olympic lift. It’s a power lift, with the bar on you. You jerk it up and then you 

flip the bar and you go into a front squat. But I was doing a snatch. That’s what I was – that’s the 

set I was on. And a snatch is you have the bar, and you jump up. You pull all the way above your 

head and you hold it above your head and you squat. And so I was doing snatches, but 

somewhere in between, I got in my head that I was doing a clean. So I started going for the 

snatch but then halfway up, I started cleaning, and so the momentum of the bar was going up, 

and my body was going down, and I just whacked myself in the forehead with 115 pounds. And 

just dropped the weights [21:00] and then I just kind of stand there. 

 

MM: Ouch.  [laughs] 

 

MA: And I was really dazed and I looked around, and then I picked the bar back up and I 

finished my set. 

 

MM: Was that not a good idea? 

 

MA: Oh, boy. That is not a good idea. [laughs] 

 

MM: No. 

 

MA: And then I was like, “I feel weird” so I just – I didn’t say anything to anyone. I just walked 

out and I walked into the training room, and I just went up to my trainer. I said, “I think I have a 

concussion,” and I did and I was out for five weeks. 

 

MM: Oh!  
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MA: It was horrible because it was also my third or fourth concussion. I had a few concussions 

in high school – 

 

MM: From sports? 

 

MA: – during basketball.  Yeah. So the more concussions you have, the more time you need to 

rest, the more serious it could be. So on top of my overworked schedule, and just unpacking the 

isolation from my time in high school, [22:00] I get this concussion. So now I can’t exercise, 

which has been the constant in my life – 

 

MM: Your lifeline. 

 

MA: – since I was 10 years old. Every single day, I have an accelerated heart rate and all of a 

sudden, I felt like I was flat lined. Like I couldn’t – if you raise your heart rate, you can’t have 

your blood pumping because it can disrupt the repair that your brain is doing. So I couldn’t 

exercise. I couldn’t do anything. You can’t go to class because the lights are too bright. I can’t 

watch TV because the screen is too bright. So I would just sit in my room in the dark [laughs] for 

about five weeks and I would come out at night to get food. And so that was a really tough time, 

just unpacking all of that and not having any of my regular coping mechanisms. At that point, it 

was called Psych Services before it was [23:00] CAPS. So I went to Psychological Services and, 

you know, did a few sessions. 

 

MM: You found your way there. 

 

MA: Yeah, I just – 

 

MM: Like you felt like something’s going on, I’m in trouble. 
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MA: Yeah. I was extremely depressed, extremely. I didn’t go home for holidays, didn’t want to – 

I started feeling resentment for the isolation that I had in high school so I didn’t really want to 

hang out with my family. 

 

MM: You don’t have to share this at all, but there was just – what was going – your parents’ 

work or was it – 

 

MA: It was just – 

 

MM: Relationship stuff with – 

 

MA: It was – 

 

MM: You do not have to share, by the way. 

 

MA: It’s OK. It’s still just hard to understand. It was like the perfect storm of events where, you 

know, my parents, they’re still married but they don’t really live together. [24:00] My mom lives 

in Illinois with my little brother. My older siblings were in college. And my – 

 

MM: How many siblings do you have? 

 

MA: I have three. So I’m number three out of four. 

 

MM: OK. 

 

MA: And my dad got into law school in Indianapolis, so my parents made the choice that my dad 

was just going to move to Indianapolis so that he could be there in law school and not have to do 

two-hour traveling everyday for class. He wanted to bring me with him when I was a freshman in 

high school. He wanted to bring me and have me finish high school in Indianapolis, and that was 

a big point of contention for my parents. They fought a lot, to the point where I was just like, 

“You know what? I’ll just go if you guys just stop fighting. I’ll go.” 
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MM: And he didn’t want to be lonely? 

 

MA: He didn’t want to be lonely. I mean, he knew I was smart. He knew I was very capable, and 

where we lived in Illinois was a very small town, about 5,000 people. [25:00] We were one of 

two black families living in that town. You know, he wanted something better for me. He saw 

how much I could do if I was given the chance, and he wanted me to have that chance. So I 

moved with him to Indianapolis but then he just moved back to Nigeria. [laughs] Yeah. 

 

MM: He dropped out of law school? 

 

MA: No, he stayed in law school and he missed a lot of classes, but he would come back to the 

U.S. to take his tests. He would come back, take his exams, check in with me, and then go back 

to Nigeria. 

 

MM: Leaving you – how old were you? 

 

MA: I was 15 when this started and 18 when I – 

 

MM: And he was like, I’m just going to go for a while, or I can’t be here right now? 

 

MA: Yeah. First he went to help my uncle run some kind of [26:00] political campaign. He went 

to help out. So he was like, “I’ll be gone for two or three weeks.” And then seven months later, I 

was still just there – 

 

MM: There. 

 

MA: – going to school, going back to this extended stay hotel that he had gotten. 

 

MM: And why did you – what was the choice for you to continue staying, as opposed to going 

back to Illinois? 
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MA: I asked my mom. I was like, “Why aren’t you coming to get me?” Everybody in my family 

knew I was alone. It was no secret. And at the time, her excuse was, “I don’t have enough money 

for gas.” And at first, I was like, OK that makes sense. But you know, at month seven, you’re 

like, at some point, there’s enough gas money to come get your child and take her home. [27:00] 

But I think really what it was is if she had come to get me, I think it would have kind of created a 

divide in my family, and kind of put the family against my dad, which she didn’t want to do. And 

so I just kept going to school. 

 

MM: Did your teachers know about the situation? 

 

MA: Nobody knew until some report card or something that gets sent home gets a return-to-

sender back to school. So then they call me into the office and they were like, “What’s your 

address?” And I just didn’t have an address to give them. And so then I started being threatened 

to be withdrawn from school because I didn’t have an address. 

 

MM: Yeah. Was this a public school? 

 

MA: Mm-hmm. 

 

MM: Yeah. So they’re like, you’ve got to be tied to the district, or whatever it is. 

 

MA: Yep. Yep. And so then that was stressful, [28:00] and I could never get a hold of my dad. 

He would call. When he would call I would answer and we would talk, but really he would just 

check in. And then when I would say, you know, “They’re going to withdraw me from school if 

I don’t have an address,” he’s got to go. But eventually, he came back and took me out of the 

extended stay and put me up in some apartment. We did a lot of apartment hopping because you 

get those deals. Like if you – first rent free, and then the next two rents, $200. So we did a lot of 

those. We moved around a lot and he would come back, set me up in some apartment, and then 

leave for a few months because he would know. You know, he didn’t have to pay rent. But then I 

wouldn’t have things like electricity. And I don’t – 
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MM: Once your teachers kind of had an inkling what was going on, [29:00] did they step in or 

they just let it roll? 

 

MA: I had one, my guidance counselor. He stepped in and he paid my electricity bill a few times. 

He would buy me groceries. He would take me grocery shopping. And he was my lifeline. For a 

long time, he kept it secret. There were many times he would ask me, because he wanted to 

report it to human services. And I just said, “Please don’t do that. It would actually make my life 

worse.” So he didn’t. And that was wonderful until my junior year of high school. He gets fired 

for having a relationship with a student. 

 

MM: Shit. Sorry to say that. [laughter] 

 

MA: It’s OK. That was my thought. 

 

MM: I don’t normally swear during the interview. 

 

MA: I heard that, and I was like oh geez, here we go. 

 

MM: God, it’s so complicated. 

 

MA: And everybody in school thought it was me for a few days, and I just didn’t say anything 

because I was like – 

 

MM: No way. 

 

MA: – [30:00] I know it’s not me and I also know in a few days’ time, it’ll be known who it is. 

So I went through a few days of high school, everybody being super mean.  

 

MM: Mean. 
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MA: Thinking I was sleeping with a guidance counselor, and because he was also the cross-

country coach and I was on the cross-country team, so. 

 

MM: So it’s resentful towards what would have been the victim if it had been true. 

 

MA: Yeah, it was weird. And you know, when the real identity of the girl came out, everybody 

was mean to her too. And I just remember reaching out to her and being like, “I am so sorry. 

Like are you OK?” Because she is clearly – 

 

MM: A kid. 

 

MA: A kid! The one being taken advantage of. 

 

MM: Pre- #MeToo, right? 

 

MA: Yeah.  

 

MM: But yet this conflicting character. 

 

MA: Yeah. 

 

MM: Conflicted character, I should say. 

 

MA: Right, and it’s hard because I still owe [31:00] a lot of my survival of high school to this 

man who I now just kind of hate. I hate him for doing that to my friend. And feeling like the one 

positive male role model I had was the worst. [laughs] 

 

MM: But he was good to you. 
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MA: Yeah, he was good to me. There were always signs, though. You know, I wasn’t surprised 

when it came out because he would say things like, “You’re so mature for your age,” or, man, 

like – I don’t know. I wasn’t an idiot. 

 

MM: There were inklings. 

 

MA: Yeah.  

 

MM: So you’re in this situation, yet you’re this incredibly high-achieving student. I’ve heard that 

before, a couple of other interviews we’ve done. It’s really interesting that some people [32:00] 

in these just very dire situations just lean in, and then you just go bananas, and you join 

everything, and it’s just excellence comes out of this like incredibly challenging situation. And it 

sounds like that was your experience, kind of, in some ways. 

 

MA: Yeah. You know, for my dad really being the source of the situation, he’s also the reason I 

was able to handle it, you know? Sometimes, I’m a little resentful to admit that the way that he 

raised me, and all of the kids in my family, was to be strong and to be very clever, and to just do 

what you have to do. And so for better or for worse, my subconscious has been trained [33:00] 

since I was born to do what I have to do. And on top of his pressure to get into an Ivy League, in 

high school, even though I was very checked out, I – I was very checked out emotionally – I just 

knew that if I did really well in school, there would be some kind of opportunity that would 

present itself that I would be prepared for. And that’s kind of what happened. I mean, I created 

the opportunity myself by reaching out to these schools, but when it came, I was ready. My 

grades were in order. My test scores were in order. My extracurriculars, my community service, 

my performance as an athlete, they were all ready. And you know, it’s like saying that luck is the 

combination between like preparation and opportunity. [34:00] 

 

MM: Yeah. So I mean, that is just absolutely fascinating to me. Do you also think that in the 

United States, I feel like young people are like incredibly infantilized, right? And so do you think 

that there is something to it also that your father is not from the States and that maybe the 

concept of adulthood was seen as coming sooner in some way? Like I mean, I’m just kind of 
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throwing a dart, but I also wonder if it’s like, “Oh, well you’re 15.” You know, this is kind of the 

anti-helicopter parent or something like that, I wonder. 

 

MA: [laughs] It’s weird because he’s still a helicopter parent, even now. He’s always got to have 

a say in what I’m doing. I don’t know if that’s what it was, really. There’s definitely cultural 

differences that resulted in that, but if you see it from his perspective, he is not from the U.S. 

[35:00] He is born and raised in Nigeria. He raised all his kids for the most part. I mean, we were 

kind of older and I think when he went back, I think he just realized how much he missed his 

home. And in that case, who am I to say, “No, you can’t be in your home. You have to be here 

taking care of me,” especially when it didn’t go south immediately. So it just started working 

out. And I mean, it wasn’t the best, but it worked. And you know, maybe that’s why I’m at 

Brown too, you know, because despite the adversity, I still excelled. 

 

MM: Yes. So you had this moment in your sophomore year where you’re kind of, I don’t know, 

getting caught up like in your mind and your mental health. And so the services that were 

available, [36:00] I want to bring it back to Brown, at the time, what was your experience with 

that? Did you feel that their mental health services were adequate? I mean, I think it’s important 

that as people research mental health, when they use – maybe use your interview and are hearing 

about this, like what is that really like as an experience on campus, going through and finding 

health services? And also, I want to ask if that is a connection that even – that further drove you 

towards your profession at all. 

 

MA: Well, I think that services at Brown can always be better, particularly mental health 

services. But when I was a student there, I don’t know what the policy is now, but every student 

gets seven free visits to psych services. And so I started using those and it was pretty easy. I 

mean, Brown does a good job of saying, [37:00] “We have these services. Please come to us. Go 

to Health Services to get your flu shot, to check in to get your physical. Go to Psych Services if 

you’re stressed out. Go to the Writing Center if you can’t, you know, write this paper.” They 

have a lot of services. They do a good job of telling you to use them. And where I think Brown 

can do better is just making it more available. You know, seven visits, at first it sounded like a 

lot because I’d never been to a therapist. And I went to one, and I was like, “Oh, I actually have a 
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lot to unpack here.” [laughs] And so it ended up not being enough, and at the end of that, I had to 

be referred out, which I then just stopped going because I couldn’t afford it. To go out or you can 

– 

 

MM: Oh, that’s interesting.  

 

MA: I don’t know how it is now, but I remember starting to get really passionate about mental 

health [38:00] and starting to push myself, especially coming from a partially foreign 

background where mental health is, you know, it’s not a thing that you talk about. I remember 

just pushing myself to talk about it more and say things out loud more because it just felt to me 

that everybody needed to talk about it, but nobody was. So I think definitely CAPS now can do 

more to have more resources available. They have people that are on call, which is great. They 

have same-day appointments if you – 

 

MM: Are in crisis. 

 

MA: – are in crisis. But you know, these kinds of services should be available for the students 

here because of what the students are giving to the campus. They’re giving so much [39:00] of 

themselves, mentally, emotionally, physically. You know? And they’re giving so much of their 

money to the schools. 

 

MM: Yes, yes. Gosh. 

 

MA: They should at least be able to get these kinds of services without a caveat. 

 

MM: Like therapists over buildings. 

 

MA: Yeah. 

 

MM: Like you know, maybe a few more full-time therapists as opposed to – 
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MA: Just a few more, you know? That would do it. Because there’s also, I mean, to get into a 

relationship with a therapist, sometimes it doesn’t work. You kind of move to a different one. 

And that’s usually been my issue, even still, you know. I seek out a therapist and go through a 

few sessions and it still doesn’t feel like it’s clicking. I don’t know what I need. They don’t know 

what I need to feel like I can really open up. So then it’s like you’ve got to start all over again, 

and [40:00] yeah. Just more resources. 

 

MM: So let’s move forward to when you’re now joining the School of Public Health. So tell me 

about getting that job. 

 

MA: Yeah. That was another just crazy thing. Brown is really interesting. Once you’re in, you’re 

in. And what I mean by that is once you’re here interacting with people that also go here, and 

meeting professors and staff and administrators, I think that’s the special thing about Brown is 

that you will be remembered and you will remember people, and it will benefit you later. And so 

I had originally joined the Peace Corps after, and lo and behold, you know, I was accepted. 

Seven months after my acceptance letter, about [41:00] three and a half weeks before I was 

supposed to take off to Cameroon – 

 

MM: Geez! OK. 

 

MA: The Peace Corps withdraws me for going to CAPS while I was at Brown. And so – 

 

MM: Say what? 

 

MA: Yeah, isn’t that insane? 

 

MM: Is that a thing? 

 

MA: Apparently. 

 

MM: Wow. 
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MA: Isn’t that wild? 

 

MM: Yes. Is that legal? 

 

MA: No. And so, I mean, I guess they – 

 

MM: Did they actually put that in writing? 

 

MA: They did. They did. And so I appealed the decision – 

 

MM: Oh, yeah. 

 

MA: – with like a 30-page document saying, “These are all the ways I can sue you. And here are 

all the people that I know who are writing letters of support for me saying how capable I am of 

doing this volunteer mission.” So I lose the Peace Corps, and that was a bummer because [42:00] 

I had had it for seven months so I wasn’t job searching. I was just relaxed. 

 

MM: Oh! And they literally wrote you and said because you sought mental health services, what, 

they didn’t think that you were mentally strong enough to be in that situation or something? 

 

MA: Right. Despite the fact that the person that I had seen filled out documents saying these are 

all the things, like we went through it together. Here, check off all the things you have to check 

off, if you’re seeing a therapist. Everything’s clear. Wrote a stunning letter about me and about 

how my quest for mental health is more of a proactive and comprehensive and holistic way of 

taking care of myself, and it has nothing to do with my capabilities – despite the fact that even if 

it did, the fact that I’m seeking help in general – 

 

MM: I’m just, I’m speechless. 
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MA: Believe me. You know, it was my [43:00] one-year anniversary of losing the Peace Corps a 

couple weeks ago and I am just in shock still that it happened. So anyway, I submitted this 30-

page document, this appeal. They revert their decision and they say, “OK, never mind. You can 

come.” And then I was like, no. 

 

MM: No. Yeah, [laughs] screw you. Yeah, no. Why would you want to do that now? 

 

MA: Yeah. 

 

MM: Oh, I’d be so pissed. 

 

MA: Clearly this is not the kind of organization that I’m trying to be with.  

 

MM: No.  Uh-uh. 

 

MA: And in my appeal process, you know, I find online that there are so many people that that 

has happened to. 

 

MM: That’s fascinating. 

 

MA: You know, the Peace Corps, they would rather have people who are not proactive and who 

ignore those – bury those things deep down inside, because we all have them. Just don’t bring it 

up at all and we’ll go throw you in the middle of nowhere to do service with no support and 

expect you to survive. 

 

MM: Jesus. 

 

MA: But [44:00] anyways, I lost Peace Corps so I decided to come back to Providence. I didn’t 

know where to go. I had sold all my winter clothes. I had spent all my savings because I was 

going to go volunteer for two years so I treated myself that summer. I was in Tanzania and I was 
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running around having a good time. So then I had nothing. I decided to come back to Providence 

– 

 

MM: Oh, God. 

 

MA: – because I knew the most people here. So I moved in with a friend. She gave me really 

cheap rent. I got a job with Seven Stars Bakery. 

 

MM: Oh my God, OK. 

 

MA: I was working there. And then – 

 

MM: Thankfully. 

 

MA: Yeah. And then I got a job with – I got an old job back that I had had while I was a student 

at Brown as a research assistant. But now that I had had my master’s, I got hired back as a 

research coordinator for Lifespan. But while I was at Seven Stars, I run into my now-supervisor 

who has this job opening. And [45:00] you know, she tells me about it and I was really 

embarrassed because I was like, I’m working at this bakery. Like how is she going to hire me to 

do this incredible research work in South Africa if she sees me like working at this bakery? I was 

mortified. 

 

MM: Yeah, having coffee. Yeah. [laughs] 

 

MA: And I had also run into – 

 

MM: But that’s also your – like all of our own sort of, you know. 

 

MA: Yeah. And she saw it as, I was making it work. She saw it because she knew because I had 

run into Don Operario who oversees the undergraduate public health program here. I had run into 

him a couple weeks before and he was like, “Oh, I didn’t know you were going to be here.” We 
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talked and then he gave my name to Caroline Kuo, who’s now my supervisor, who I run into at 

Seven Stars. So that’s pretty much how it happened. I run into Don. He says, “There’s this 

amazing job that you [46:00] would be perfect for. Let me tell them about you.” And then they 

reach out to me asking me to come in for an interview, and then you know, just for my interview, 

Caroline comes into Seven Stars. And I’m embarrassed but also trying to be super hirable. Yeah, 

and then I actually get to the final round of interviews out of like 60-so applicants. It’s down 

between me and one other person, and they go with the other person. 

 

MM: What! What? [laughter] 

 

MA: I know. I don’t even get the job to start with. 

 

MM: Oh my God, I’m dying. OK. Oh my God, then what happened? 

 

MA: So then I just keep working my two jobs, my Seven Stars and my Lifespan job. 

 

MM: But they reached out!  

 

MA: A couple months later, I get a call and they say, “We made a terrible mistake.” They said, 

“It’s not working out with the person we hired, and we’ve been thinking about you since your 

interview, and we regret not hiring you. We want to [47:00] know if you’re still interested in the 

position.” And I said, “Yes, I’m still interested.” So then a couple months later, right back here. 

Brown’s – 

 

MM: Heart attack. [laughter] 

 

MA: – superest of seniors. 

 

MM: Oh, my God. That is incredible.  I rarely hear those stories. That is incredible. I mean, oh 

my God. All right. So then you start in, and now you’re traveling. So just tell us, as we wrap up 
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this time, because this is going a little bit long but I’m just fascinated with all of this, so. So tell 

me about the job. 

 

MA: I get to travel back and forth between here and mostly Cape Town. So I usually hang out in 

Cape Town, but all of my research studies that I oversee are in surrounding townships because 

they’re in the under-resourced places. And I oversee three different studies. They’re all HIV-

related, but they’re very, very different. And one has to do with substance use and mental health. 

So [48:00] I’m very passionate about that one. It’s an organization we’re starting up called an 

“addiction technology transfer center,” and it provides free trainings to clinics all over South 

Africa who want to learn more about how to diagnose and treat substance use and mental health 

disorders.  

 

MM: Cool. 

 

MA: So that’s a really cool one. The other two are more family-focused. One is a family 

intervention. It’s basically a parent and their teenage child take like sex ed classes together. And 

the third one is about sexual perpetration. So we actually work with teenage boys and try to 

figure out social norms around, you know, sexual violence, and then create a specifically tailored 

intervention based on what these boys are telling us and how they have given us ideas on how to 

stop that kind of behavior, and then we implement that intervention. 

 

MM: Brilliant. Cool. 

 

MA: It’s very cool. I’m super passionate. I’ve only been working with this position now [49:00] 

for about four and a half months, but I’ve already been to South Africa twice. 

 

MM: Wow. 

 

MA: I get to go to Kenya in a month to present at a conference for the substance use center. But 

I’m just so passionate about it, and the people that I work with both here and in South Africa are 

incredibly intelligent and super driven, and I’m just where I’m supposed to be. It all comes back 
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to, you know, I send this email saying, “Hi! I’m a little girl who jumps over a bar really high. 

Can I go to your school?” And almost seven years later, here I am. 

 

MM: Wow, that is so cool. That is so cool. Well, I think that’s a really lovely place to stop. So I 

want to thank you for opening up your heart and sharing with us today. And this interview will 

now be heard 100 years from now, as other people [50:00] go about their lives. But they’re going 

to hear your voice, and I think it’s really important to have that out there. So I just want to thank 

you for participating – 

 

MA: Thank you. 

 

MM: – in our project. OK. 

 

MA: I feel – 

 

- END - 


